
QUILTING IN THE HOOP 

If you choose to quilt on an already pieced project, that is OK.   You should have some squares and some 

triangles and sashing. 

Optional:  Faux table runner 

1 yard fabric cut into 2 – 17” X 36” pieces for your quilt sandwich 

  Save the remainder for the binding 

Back one piece with either fusible fleece or 505 a piece of fleece to the fabric 

Sewing embroidery machine with at least oval hoop and hoop template 

Fusible Tear Away stabilizer – this will likely be cut into strips depending on our needs and will not be 

totally hooped 

505 adhesive spray to finish putting our layers together after marking our “quilt” 

Quilting threads of your choice 

 If using a heavier thread like King Tut, then you need a size 90 needle 

 Bobbin thread can be bottom line or other thread in color you like 

Rulers in a couple of sizes such as a 9 ½ inch square and a 6 X 24 inch.  I also like a tape measure that has 

metric markings 

Marker – your choice but if it is one that disappears, it may become invisible before you are finished.  If 

is a Frixion, be such that is doesn’t leave a line after pressing.   A wash away marker works but you need 

to wash or apply water for it to go away.  Chalk sometimes rubs off too easily or not at all.  So----- your 

choice. 

Quilting embroidery designs of your choice.  I found good designs from OESD/Embroidery on Line.   

Many of them are named Elegant Line Quilting, 2, 3, 4, and 5.  Also Best of Quilting and your machine 

likely has built-in designs often from Holice Turnbow.  If wanting more designs, just go on line to 

www.embroideryoneline.com  and search for quilting designs and you will get all the newest ones too.   

Choose a circular or square design, a corner design and a border design at least.  Your design may need 

to be upsized in ART Link or software so do that before class and load it on your USB.  If you choose your 

designs from the same collection, likely you will upsize them the same amount.    

PLEASE NOTE:  remember, this is a learning project  

http://www.embroideryoneline.com/

